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TECHNICAL PROGRESS
Contract Number N00014-82-K-0727

Periods covered: 07-01 -83 through 09-30-83 and
* 10-01 -83 through 12-31-83

Over the past several months we have broadened the scope of our investigation
* into the lexical and phonetic constraints imposed by the English language. At the

segmental level, we investigated the effects of segmentation and classification
uncertainties, both of which are likely to occur in the actual implementation of a
phonetic front-end. The results of our experiments indicate that. if the uncertainties
and errors are reasonable. the constraints can still be very powerful. We have also
conducted a number of experiments examining the functional loads carried by
segments in stressed versus unstressed syllables. We found that the stressed

* syllables provide a significantly greater amount of constraining power than unstressed
syllables. This implies that in the actual implementation, acoustic- phonetic

* information around unstressed syllable should not receive undue emphasis. At the
prosodic level, we started to investigate the constraints imposed by the stress pattern
of words. Preliminary results indicate that knowledge about the stress pattern, or
simply the relative position of the syllable with primary stress, greatly constrains the

* number of word candidates.

Implementation of the large-vocabulary, isolated-word recognition system has
progressed in several directions. First, the performance of the acoustic classifier was
evaluated on the speech data from two speakers, one male and one female. After
minor modifications, we feel that its performance, including edge detection and
parameter characterization, is quite satisfactory, although some of the rules are still
not adequate. Second, a software system, called TRANSCRIBE, has been written.
This is an interactive system that allows researchers to write acoustic- phonetic rules
and evaluate their performance on a database. The system has the capability of
explaining the history of how a rule has been triggered, as well as why certain rules

* failed to apply. This facility, together with the speech data that we have collected
previously, has greatly improved our ability to specify and debug acoustic- phonetic
rules. As a consequence, we expect that we will be able to complete the broad
acoustic- phonetic classifier within the next several months. Third, we have
implemented a system that locates the stressed and reduced syllables of a word.
Thus. for example. the system can determine that the first syllable of the word
.institute" is stressed, whereas the second syllable is reduced.

The continuous digit recognition system has been implemented up' to the level of E
lexical access. and we have lust completed our first round of evaluation. The system
was developed using the speech data from one male speak~er, and the initial -
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evaluation was performed using some two hundred digits spok~en by three new
* speakers. one male and two femnale. We found that the error rate is approximately 1%.

That is. the correct digit is not one of the candidates in less than 1%0 of the time. The
corresponding depth of the digit lattice is approximately 3. While these results are
very preliminary, we are nevertheless encouraged and feel that this may be a viable
approach to speaker- independent digit recognition. We are continuously refining the
system. and we expect to make another performance evaluatio'n in the near future.
this time over a larger database. In addition. we have also started to collect data on
other languages (Japanese. French. and Italian) for the digit task. Digits strings for

0 these languages have been recorded and digitized. Spectrograms were made. and
the acoustic- phonetic rules appropriate for the language in question are specified
both within a digit and across digit boundaries. We expect to evaluate the
performance of the basic digit recognition system for different languages. thus
determining the effectiveness of the rules, in the next quarter.

* We are continuing our effort to find cues to delineate words in continuous speech.
It is well known that words in continuous speech are not separated by pauses. In
some cases, the acoustic characteristics can be significantly different. depending on

1' the location of the word boundary. Thus. for example. the acoustic properties of
phrases "nitrate" and "night rate" may be quite different. Before investigating the

* possible acoustic differences between such phrases. we first investigated the
distributional constraints imposed by the English language. We asked the following
question: Given a consonant sequence, can one determine whether this sequence
can only occur at word boundaries? Using text files ranging from 200 to 38,000 word,
we found that, one the average. 80% of consonant sequences found can only occur at
word boundaries. In other words, only one out of five consonant sequences can

* occur word internally as well as across word boundaries. Thus given an ideal
phonetic transcription, the word boundary can be determined uniquely most of the
time. Further studies along this line will continue in the next quarter.

The alignment of a speech signal with its corresponding phonetic transcription is
an essential process in speech research. since the time-aligned transcription provides

o direct aces= to specific phonetic events in the signal. Traditionally, the alignment is
done manually by a trained acoustic phonetician. The task, however, is prone to
error, tedious and extremely time constuming. During the past six month we initiated
an effort to develop a system that performs the time-alignment automatically. The

*alignment is achieved using a standard pattern classification algorithm and a dynamic
programming algorithm, augmented with acoustic -phonetic constraints. In initial
implementation of the system has been completed. We will refine some of its
components and perform formal evaluation during the next quarter.

Extensive support software of SPIRE. SPIREX, and LEXIS has been written. These
three programs have now been field tested in a number of research laboratories
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around the country. including several defense contractors and installations. With the
arrival of the Symbolics-3600 Lisp machine, programs have been converted such that
they now run on all the Lisp machines. We continue to increase the amount of speech
data. We now have more than one hour of digitized speech available on line.

PUBLICATIONS AND PRESENTATIONS

* .The following papers, describing work supported at least in part by this contact.
have been presented at various professional meetings: (copies of the papers are
included with this Report)

Zue, Victor W., (1983) "The Use of Phonetic Rules in Automatic Speech Recognition,"
Invited Paper, 11th International Congaress on Acoustics. July 15-16, Toulouse,

* France.

Zue, Victor W., (1983) "Proposal For An Isolated-Word Recognition System Based On
Phonetic Knowledge and Structural Constraints." Invited Paper, special session
on "Human and Automatic Speech Recognition" at the Tenth International
Conoress of Phonetic Science, August 1.6, Utrecht, the Netherlands.

Huttenlocher, Daniel P. and Zue, Victor W., (1983) "Phonotactic and Lexical
Constraints in Speech Recognition," paper presented at the Americn
Association for Artificial Intelligence Annual Conference, August 21-26,
Washington, D. C.

Huttenlocher, Daniel P. and Zue, Victor W., (1983) "Exploring Phonotactic and Lexical
Constraints In Word Recognition," paper presented at the 106th- Meeting of the
Acoustical Society of America November 8, San Diego, CA.

Chen, Francine R. and Zue, Victor W., (1983) "Exploring Allophonic and Lexical
Constraints in a Continuous Speech Recognition System," paper presented at the
106th Meetino of the Acoustical Society of America, November 8, San Diego, CA.

Lamel, Lori F., (1983) "The Use of Structural Constraints to Determine Word
Boundaries," paper presented at the 106th Meeting of the Acoustical Society of
America. November 8, San Diego, CA.

Zue, Victor W., (1983) "Speech Recognition Research at MIT," paper presented at the
Deartnment of Defense. Voice SubTAG Meeting, October 25.26, Fort Monmouth,
New Jersey.

Zue, Victor W. and Huttenlocher, Daniel P., (1983) "Computer Recognition of Isolated
Words From Large Vocabularies: Lexical Access Using Partial Phonetic
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Information." paper presented at the International Conference on Advanced
Automation, December, Taiwan. Republic of China.

The following papers, describing work supported at least in part by this contract,
have been accepted for publication at various professional meetings:

Chen. Francine R. and Zue, Victor W., (1984) "Application of Allophonic and Lexical
Constraints in Continuous Digit Recognition," paper to be presented at the IEEE
International Conference on Acoustics. Speech. and Signal Processing. March 19.

fa 921. San Diego. CA.

Huttenlocher, Daniel P. and Zue, Victor W., (1984) "A Model of Lexical Access from
Partial Phonetic Information," paper to be presented at the IEEE International
Conference on Acoustics. Soeech. and Sional Processinq, March 19-21, San
Diego, CA.

* Lamel, Lori F. and Zue, Victor W., (1984) "Properties of Consonant Sequences within
Words and Across Word Boundaries," paper to be presented at the IEEE
International Conference on Acoustics. Soeech. and Signal Processing, March 19-
21, San Diego, CA.

Leung, Hong C. and Zue, Victor W., (1984) "A Procedure for Automatic Alignment of
* Phonetic Transcriptions with Continuous Speech," paper to be presented at the

IEEE International Conference on Acoustics. Soeech. and Signal processing,
March 19-21, San Diego, CA.
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INVITED LECTURE

•* THE USE OF PHONETIC RULES IN AUTOMATIC SPEECH RECOGNITION

Victor W. ZUE
Department of Electrical Engineering & Computer Science and Research Laboratory of Electronics. Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, Cambridge. MA 02139. USA

Received 8 April 1983

I. Introduction It was found that a trained subject can phoneti-
cally transcribe unknown sentences from speech

Automatic speech recognition by machine is a spectrograms with an accuracy of approximately
research topic that has fascinated many speech 85%. This performance is better than the phonetic

* scientists for more than forty years. For many, it recognizers reported in the literature, both in accu-
represents the ultimate challenge to our under- racy and rank order statistics. It was also demon-
standing of the production and perception strated that the process of spectrogram reading
processes of human communication. However. the makes use of explicit acoustic phonetic rules, and
last decade has witnessed a flourish of research that this skill can be learned by others. These
efforts in the development of speaker-dependent, results suggest that the acoustic signal is rich in

* small-vocabulary, isolated-word recognition sys- phonetic information, which should permit sub-
tems that utilize little or no speech-specific knowl- stantially better performance in automatic phonetic
edge. These systems derive their power primarily recognition.
from general-purpose pattern recognition tech- One of the most important factors contributing
niques. While these techniques are adequate for a to the good performance of spectrogram reading is
small class of well-constrained speech recognition our improved understanding of the acoustic char-

- problems, their extendibility to task; involving acteristics of fluent speech. To be sure, there has
multiple speakers. larger vocabularies and/or con- been ongoing research on the acoustic properties
tinuous speech is questionable. of speech sounds over the past few decades, and a

Reliance on general pattern matching tech- great deal of knowledge has been acquired. How-
niques has been partly motivated by the unsatis- ever, with few exceptions. these research efforts
factory performance of early phonetically-based have been focused on the acoustic properties of

o speech recognition systems. The difficulty of auto- consonants and vowels in stressed consonant-vowel
matic acoustic-phonetic analysis has also led to the syllables. It was not until the past decade that
speculation that phonetic information must be de- researchers began to focus on the acoustic char-
rived primarily from semantic, syntactic and dis- acteristics of speech sounds in continuous speech.
course constraints rather than from the acoustic We now have a much better understanding of the
signal. The poor performance of the early phoneti- properties of speech sounds in different phonetic

* cally-based systems can be attributed mainly to environments [see, for example, Umeda (1975),
our limited knowledge of the context-dependency Kameny (1975), Klatt (1975), Zue (1976). Umeda
of the acoustic characteristics of speech sounds. (1977)]. Furthermore, we are beginning to develop
However. this picture is slowly changing. We now a quantitative understanding of the phonological
have a far better understanding of contextual in- processes governing the concatenation of words
fluences on phonetic segments. This improved un- [see, for example. Oshika et al. (1975). Cohen and

* derstanding has been demonstrated in a series of Mercer (1975)). A few of the effects have even
spectrogram reading experiments (Zue and been studied in detail (Zue and Laferriere, 1979:
Cole. 1979; Cole et al.. 1980; Cole and Zue 1980). Zue and Shattuck-Hufnagel. 1980). In addition, as

0167-6393/83/S3.00 C 1983. Elsevier Science Publishers B.V. (North-Holland)
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182 V. W. Zue / Phonetic rules in A.S.R.

a consequence of studies on the properties of or /k/). Such phonotactic knowledge is presuma-
speech sounds and of the auditory responses to bly very useful in speech communication, since it
speech-like sounds [see, for example, Kiang provides native speakers with the ability to fill in
(1980)], we are gaining better insight into how the phonetic details that are otherwise not available or
speech signal is processed in the auditory system, are distorted. Thus. as an extreme example, a word
what portions of the signal carry the principal such as 'splint' can be recognized without having
information concerning distinctive phonetic di- to specify the detailed phonetic features of the
mensions, and what portions show more variabil- phonemes. In fact, 'splint' is one of only two
ity with respect to these dimensions. For example, words in the Merriam Pocket Dictionary (con-
the role of the burst spectra, burst amplitudes, and taining about 20000 words) that satisfies the fol-
rapid onsets and offsets in identifying place of lowing description:
articulation and other features for stop consonants [consonant][consonantJ[liquid or glide]
have been documented (Zue, 1976; Blumstein and
Stevens, 1979). [vowel] [nasal] [stop].

In summary, we must emphasize that our abil- While the existence of phonotactic constraints
ity to extract a great deal of phonetic information is well known, a recent set of studies (Shipman
from the acoustic signal is primarily a reflection of and Zue, 1982; Huttenlocher and Zue, 1983) pro-
our improved understanding of the factors that vides a glimpse of the magnitude of their predic-
contribute to the phonetic identities of speech tive power. These studies examine the phonotactic
sounds and their acoustic correlates. Spectrogram constraints of American English from the
reading is nothing more than a paradigm to dem- phonemic distributions in the 20000-word Mer-
oastrate how the acoustic cues for phonetic con- riam Webster's Pocket Dictionary. In one study
trasts ar encoded in the speech signal. Native the phonemes of each word were mapped into one
speakers of a language demonstrate this ability of six broad phonetic categories: vowels, stops.
whenever they communicate by voice. In the re- nasals. liquids and glides, strong fricatives, and
mainder of this paper. we will discuss how phonetic weak fricatives. Thus. for example, the word
information is encoded in the speech signal. We 'speak, with a phonemic string given by /spik/. is
will also present some alternative ways to repre- represented as the pattern:
sent such information in speech recognition sys-
tem. [strong fricative] [stop] [vowel] [stop].

It was found that. even at this broad phonetic
level, approximately I of the words in a 20000-2. Ihamede vwhilhy hI tie quec ai word lexicon can be uniquely specified. In general

Phonoracric constraints the size of the equivalence class, (namely. the num-
ber of words sharing the same pattern), was quite

Ssismall. The average size of the equivalence classes
The speech signal is the output of a highly for the 20 000-word lexicon was found to be ap-

constrained system. In addition to having a very proximately 2. and the maximum size was ap-

limited inventory of posible phonemes, a given proximately 2. an the wordsie ws ap-

lansguage is also constrained with regard to the proximately 200. In other words, in the worst case.
ways in which these phonemes can combine to a broad phonetic representation of the words in awormeays ing hichrthse phoee abcobinlarge lexicon reduces the number of possible word
form meaningful words. Knmowedge about such caddtsoabtI f, lein.Frh-

constraints is implicitly possesed by native candidates to about I% of dv.- lexicon. Further-
more, over half of the lexical items belong tospeakers of a language. For example. a native equivalence classes of size 5 or less.

English speaker kwws that 'vnuk' is not an En-

Sish word. He/she also knows that if an English AI ophonic and phonological variations
word tats with three consonants, then the rust
consonant nun be an /s/, and the second conso- When speech sounds are connected to form
natl must be a voiceless stop (i.e. either /p/, /t/. larger linguistic units, the canonical acoustic char-

tob Cmiao
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acteristics of a given speech sound will change as a speech has enabled us to gain a good under-
function of its immediate phonetic environment, standing of the nature of these rules and how they
As an illustrative example, consider the utterance, interact. Although our present knowledge of the
"Tom Burton tried to steal a butter plate," shown inventory of these rules is still incomplete, such
in Fig. I. Every word, except 'a', in this sentence knowledge, however fragmented, must be incorpo-
contains a single occurrence of the phoneme /t/. rated into a speech recognition system so that
However, depending upon the immediate phonetic words can be recognized from seemingly ambigu-
environment and stress pattern, the underlying ous acoustic signals.
/t/'s are realized alternatively as an aspirated /t/ In order to discuss how acoustic phonetic
('Tom'), an unaspirated /t/ ('steal'), a retroflexed knowledge should be represented in speech recog-
/t/ with extended aspiration ('tried'), an unre- nition systems, it is perhaps useful to distinguish

0 leased /t/ ('plate'), a flap ('butter'), or a glottal three types of phonetic/phonological rules. First.
stop ('burton'). The acoustic characteristics of these there are the phonotactic constraints governing the
realizations are seen to be drastically different, allowable combination of phonemes. For example.

The modification of the 1coustic properties of the homorganic rule in English specifies that a
speech sounds as a function of the phonetic en- syllable-final nasal/stop cluster must agree in the
vironment is not a phenomenon that is restricted place of articulation. It shouk be noted that the

* to be within a word. When words are concatenated obligatory nature of the phonotactic constraints
to form phrases and sentences, significant acoustic makes them more suited to categorical formula-
changes can result, as evidenced in the following tions.
example. Fig. 2 shows a spectrogram of the seven Second, there are the rules that describe the
words 'did', 'you', 'meet'. 'her', 'on', 'this', and modification of acoustic characteristics of
'ship', spoken in isolation as well as in a sentence, phonemes in various phonetic environments. These

* "Did you meet her on this ship?" We can see, for allophonic rules are again mostly categorical. How-
example, that the word-final /d/ and the word- ever, their acoustic consequences may take on a
initial /y/ in the word pair 'did you' are realized continuum of values. For example. in American
acoustically as a single /j/; the word-final /t/ English the phoneme /t/ becomes a retroflexed
and the word-initial /h/ in the word pair 'meet alveolar voiceless stop when preceding a retro-
her' are realized as a single flap; and the word-fi- flexed consonant or vowel. On the other hand, the

* nal /s/ and the word-initial /A/ in the word pair amount of the acoustic change, such as the lower-
'this ship' are realized as a single, long /§/. Such ing of the burst frequency and the lengthening of
phonetic changes at word boundaries, particularly the voice onset time, may vary over a wide range.
when there are adjacent word-final and word-ini- Traditionally, allophonic variations have been con-
tial consonants, are extremely common in Ameri- sidered one of the major sources of difficulty for
can English. In order to properly perform lexical speech recognition, since they represent undesira-

* access, the nature of these phonological rules must ble distortion, or noise, imposed on the canonic
be understood. characteristics of the phonemes. However. re-

searchers are beginning to see such allophonic
variations as a source of information [see. for

3. Rquesentadon of ponetic knowldge example, Nakatani and Dukes (1977)]. For exam-
ple, Church (1983) demonstrated that detailed

* Even though the acoustic realizations of knowledge about allophonic rules can be exploited
phonetic segments are highly context-sensitive, during lexical access by parsing the phonetic string
most of the variations, such as the ones illustrated into syllables and other suprasegmental con-
in Figs. I and 2. are systematic and can be cap- stituents.
tured by explicit rules. (For example, /t/ becomes Allophonic rules traditionally have been de-
a glottal stop [?] when preceded by a stressed scribed in the context-dependent formalism: A
vowel and followed by a syllabic nasal In]. as in B/CD (i.e., segment A becomes segment B in the
'Burton'.) Over the past decade, research in fluent context of segments C and D). There are several

Vol. 2. No. 2-3. July 1993
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Fi. I. Spectrogpam of the sentences. "Tom Burton ded to steal a butter plate." spoken by a male speaker. The spectrogram
iflustata the various aoustck realizations of the phoneme /t/.
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*drawbacks with such a description. The rules as- time the mapping was done only for phonemes
sume that the output units are discrete, whereas within stressed syllables. The entire unstressed syl-
the variations seem to take on a continuous range lable was mapped into a 'place holder' symbol.
of values. In addition, the application of context- 1* ]. Thus, for example. the word
dependent rules often requires the specification of Ispectrogram'/spe ktrogrmem/ is represented by the
the correct context, a process that can be prone to pattern:
error. (For example. the identification of a retro- [srn ictvjsop[owl[tpf*I
flexed /t/ in the word 'tree' depends upon cor- [togfiaie~tp[oeJsol
rectly identifying the following retroflexed conso- [stopffliquid or glide] [vowel] [nasal],
nant /r/). Finally there is no definitive agreement It was found that such representation still pro-
among researchers regarding the constituent units vided powerful constraints for lexical access. These
used to describe such variations, be it segment. results suggest that low-level phonological varia-
syllable, or metrical foot. tions may be handled by 'wild-carding' the uns-

The third type of phonetic rules specifies .the tressed syllables where the functional load carried
optional realizations of a particular phonetic string. b h hntcsget a emnml
Most of the low-level phonological rules that de- b h hntcsget a emnml
scribe alternate pronunciations of words fall into
this category. These rules specify, for example, 4. Summary
that a word such as ' international' can have many
pronunciations including the deletion of /t/ In our view the speech signal is the output of a
and/or the deletion of the penultimate schwa. highly constrained production mechanism. The de-
Traditionally, this problem is solved by expanding coding, or recognition. of sentences involves the
the lexicon, and the possible word combinations, proper utilization of constraints at various levels.

*with phonological rules to include all possible including acoustic-phonetic, phonological, lexical.
pronunc _.ons (Cohen and Mercer, 1975; Woods syntactic, and semantic. In this paper. we dis-
and Zue, 1976). This approach also has some cussed the types of constraints that exist at the
drawbacks. For example, dictionary expansion phonetic and phonological levels, and demon-
does not capture the nature of phonetic variability. strated that such constraint must be captured in
namely that certain segments of a word are highly an automatic speech recognition system.

*variable while others are relatively invariant. It is Over the past two decades, we have made sig-
also difficult to assign a likelihood measure to nificant improvements in our qualitative under-
each of the pronunciations. Finally, storing all standing of the phonetic and phonological con-
alternate pronunciations is computationally expen- straints. However, there still remains a great deal
sive, since the size of the lexicon can increase of work that needs to be done. First, we need to
substantially. study a sufficient amount of data so that these

*It is interesting to note that, for American phenomena can be quantified. Second, a formal
English at least, most of the phonological rules mechanism for describing these constraints, both
tend to apply to unstressed syllables. Since the in terms of the proper units and the proper gram-
acoustic cues for phonetic segments around uns- mar, must be devised. Finally, the interaction of
tressed syllables are usually far less reliable than these constraints at different levels must be pro-

* around stressed syllables [see. for example, Cutler posed, tested, and incorporated. From a functional
* and Foss (1 977)]. one may ask whether detailed standpoint, there exist a variety of ways to handle

knowledge of the various pronunciations are nec- the phonetic variability, including the use of prob-
essary for speech recognition. A recent study con- abilistic modeling. However, if we view the speech
ducted by Huttenlocher and Zue (1983) indicates recognition problem as one of constructing a com-
that phonetic segments within unstressed syllables putational model for speech perception. then the
provide little constraint for lexical access. Like in identification, quantification, and formulation of

*Shipman and Zue (1982), the phonemes were these phonetic rules is a task that the research
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During the past decade, significant advances have been made in

the field of isolated word recognition (IWR). In many instances,

transitions from research results to practical implementations have

taken place. Today, speech recognition systems that can recognize a

small set of isolated words, say 50, for a given speaker with an error

rate of less than 5% appear to be relatively common. Most of the

current systems utilize little or no speech-specific knowledge, but

derive their power from general-purpose pattern recognition

techniques. The success of these systems can at least in part be

attributed to the introduction of novel parametric representations

(Makhoul, 1975), distance metrics (Itakura, 1975), and the very

powerful time alignment procedure of dynamic programing (Sakoe and

Chiba, 1971).

While we have clearly made significant advances in dealing with a

small portion of the speech recognition problem, there is serious

doubt regarding the extendibility of the pattern matching approach to

* tasks involving multiple speakers, large vocabularies and/or

continuous speech. One of the limitations of the template matching

approach is that both computation, and storage grow (essentially)

* linearly with the size of the vocabulary. When the size of the

vocabulary is very large, e.g., over 10,000 words, the computation and

storage requirements associated with current IWR systems become

* prohibitively expensive. Even if the computational cost were not an

issue, the performance of these IWR systems for a large vocabulary

0 -1-,
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would surely deteriorate (Keilin et al., 1981). Furthermore, as the

size of the vocabulary grows, it becomes imperative that such systems

be able to operate in a speaker-independent mode, since training of

the system for each user will take too long.

This paper proposes a new approach to large-vocabulary, isolated

word recognition which combines detailed acoustic-phonetic knowledge

* with constraints on the sound patterns imposed by the language. The

proposed system draws on the results of two sets of studies; one

demonstrating the richness of phonetic information in the acoustic

* signal and the other demonstrating the power of structural constraints

imposed by the language.

Spectrogram Readinq Reliance on general pattern matching

techniques has been partly motivated by the unsatisfactory performance

of early phonetically-based speech recognition systems. The

difficulty of automatic acoustic-phonetic analysis has also led to the

speculation that phonetic information must be derived, in large part,

from semantic, syntactic and discourse constraints rather than from

the acoustic signal. For the most part, the poor performance of these

phonetically-based systems can be attributed to the fact that our

knowledge of the context-dependency of the acoustic characteristics of

speech sounds was very limited at the time. However, this picture is

slowly changing. We now have a far better understanding of contextual

influences on phonetic segments. This improved understanding has been

demonstrated in a series of spectrogram reading experiments (Cole et

* al. 1980). It was found that a trained subject can phonetically

-2-
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transcribe unknown sentences from speech spectrograms with an accuracy

3. of approximately 85%. This performance is better than the phonetic

* recognizers reported in the literature, both in accuracy and rank

order statistics. It was also demonstrated that the process of

spectrogram reading makes use of explicit acoustic phonetic rules, and

that this skill can be learned by others. These results suggest that

* the acoustic signal is rich in phonetic information, which should

permit substantially better performance in automatic phonetic

recognition.

However, even with a substantially improved knowledge base, a

completely bottom-up phonetic analysis still has serious drawbacks.

It is often difficult to make fine phonetic distinctions.(for example,

distinguishing the word pair 'Sue/shoe*) reliably across a wide range

of speakers. Furthermore, the application of context-dependent rules

often requires the specification of the correct context, a process

that can be prone to error. (For example, the identification of a

retroflexed /t/ in the word "tree" depends upon correctly identifying

the retroflex consonant /r/.) Problems such as these suggest that a

detalled phonetic transcription of an unknown utterance may not by

itself be a desirable aim for the early application of phonetic

knowledge.

Constraints on Sound Patterns Detailed segmental representation

of the speech signal constitutes but one of the sources of encoded

* phonetic information. The sound patterns of a given language are not

only limited by the inventory of basic sound units, but also by the

0 -3-
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allowable combinations of these sound units. Knowledge about such

phonotactic constraints is presumably very useful in speech

communication, since it provides native speakers with the ability to

£1ll in phonetic details that are otherwise not available or are

distorted. Thus, as an extreme example, a word such as OsplintO can

be recognized without having to specify the detailed acoustic

. characteristics of the phonemes /s/, /p/, and /n/. In fact, "splint"

is the only word in the Merriam Pocket Dictionary (containing about

- 20,000 words) that satisfies the following description:

* [CONS] [CONS] [1] (VOWEL) (NASAL] [STOP].

In a study of the properties of large lexicons, Shipman and Zue (1,982)

found that knowledge of even broad specification of the sound patterns

of American English words, both at the segmental and suprasegmental

levels, imposes strong constraints on their phonetic identities. For

example, if each word in the lexicon is represented only in terms of 6

broad manner categories (such as vowel, stop, strong fricative, etc.),

then the average number of words in a 20,000-word lexicon that share

the same sound pattern is about 2. In fact, such crude classification

will enable about 1/3 of the lexical items to be uniquely determined.

There iS indirect evidence that the broad phonetic

* characteristics of speech sounds and their structural constraints are

utilized to aid human speech perception. For example, Blesser (1969)

has shown that people can be taught to perceive spectrally-rotated

* speech, in which manner cues and suprasegmental cues are preserved

while detailed place cues are severely distorted. The data on

-4-
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* misperception of fluent speech reported by Bond and Gamnes (1980) and

the results of experiments an listening for mispronunciation reported

by Cole and Jakimik (1980) also suggest that the perceptual mechanism

* utilizes information about the broad phonetic categories of speech

sounds and the constraints on how they can he combined.

Proposed System Based on the results of the two studies cited

above, we propose a new approach to phonetically-based isolated-word

recognition. This approach is distinctly different from previous

attempts in that detailed phonetic analysis of the acoustic signal is

not performed. Rather, the speech signal is segmented and classified

into several broad manner categories. The broad phonetic (manner)

classifier serves several purposes. First, errors in phonetic

labeling, which are most often caused by detailed phonetic analyses,

would be reduced. Second, by avoiding tine phonetic distinctions, the

system should also be less sensitive to interspeaker variations.

Finally, we speculate that the sequential constraints and their

distributions, even at the broad phonetic level, may provide powerful

mechanisms to reduce the search space substantially. This last

* feature is particularly important when the size of the vocabulary is

large (of the order of several thousand words or more).

Once the acoustic signal has been reduced to a string (or

lattice) of phonetic segments that have been broadly classified, the

resulting representation will be used for lexical access. The intent

Is to reduce the number of possible word candidates by utilizing

knowledge about the structural constraints, both segmental and

-5-
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suprasegmental, of the words. The result, as indicated previously,

-* should be a relatively small set of word candidates. The correct word

will then be selected through judicious applications of detailed

phonetic knowledge.

In summary, this paper presents a new approach to the problem of

recognizing isolated words from large vocabularies and multiple

speakers. The system initially classifies the acoustic signal into

several broad manner categories. Once the potential word candidates

have been significantly reduced through the utilization of the

structural constraints, then a detailed examination of the acoustic

- differences would follow. Such a procedure will enable us to deal

* with the large vocabulary recognition problem in an efficient manner.

What is even more important is the fact that such an approach bypasses

the often tedious and error-prone process of deriving a complete

phonetic transcription from the acoustic signal. In this approach,

detailed acoustic phonetic knowledge can be applied in a top-down

verification mode, where the exact phonetic context can be specified.
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Exploring Phonotactic and Lexical Constraints in Word Recognition. Daniel P.

Huttenlocher and Victor W. Zue (Room 36-549, Department of Electrical

Engineering and Computer Science, Massachusetts Institute of Technology,

Cambridge, Massachusetts, 02139)

In a previous meeting of the Society, Zue and Shipman demonstrated

that the constraints imposed by the allowable sound sequences of a language

are extremely powerful. Even at a broad phonetic level of representation,

sequential constraints severely limit the number of possible word candidates

[JASA Vol. 71, S7]. This provides an attractive model for lexical access

based on partial phonetic information. However, Zue and Shipman's results did

not take into account the fact that the acoustic realizations of phonetic

segments are highly variable, and this variability introduces a good deal of

recognition ambiguity in the initial classification of the signal. We have

conducted a set of studies investigating the robustness of sequential phonetic

constraints with respect to variability and error in broad phonetic

classification. In these studies segment misclassifications or deletions are

permitted. In one study it was found that the phonetically variable parts of

words (around reduced syllables) provide much less lexical constraint than the

phonetically invariant parts. Thus, by utilizing the information from robust

parts of a word, a large lexicon can still be partitioned into small

equivalence classes. Detailed results of the studies will be presented.

(work supported by the Office of Naval Research under contract

N00014-82-K-0727 and by the System Development Foundation.]

Technical Committee: Speech Communication

Subject Classification Numbers: 43.7OSc, 43.7OVe

Telephone Number: (617) 253-8513 (V. Zue)
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* In a previous meeting of the Society, Zue and Shipman presented some results

demonstrating the predictive power of phonotactic and lexical constraints in American

English. Using the 20,000-word Merriam Webster-s Pocket Dictionary as their database,

they mapped the phonemes of each word into one of six broad phonetic categories: vowels,

S?.stops, nasals, liquids and glides, strong fricatives, and weak fricatives. One can view the

*O broad phonetic classifications as partitioning the lexicon into equivalence classes of words

sharing the same phonetic class pattern. Thus, for example, the words "speak", "stop",

"scout", and 48 other words fall into the same equivalence class: (STRONG-FRICATIVE)

(STOP) (VOWEL) (STOP). Zue and Shipman found that the average size of these

equivalence classes is approximately 2, and the maximum class size is approximately 200.

In addition, it was found that, even at this broad phonetic level, approximately 1/3 of the

words in the 20,000-word lexicon can be uniquely specified. One conclusion of their study

is that lexical and phonotactic constraints are extremely powerful, even at the broad

* phonetic level.

Before presenting any new results, we would like to add two footnotes to the studies

conducted by Zue and Shipman. First, the average equivalence class size may not have

been an appropriate measure of lexical and phonotactic constraint. A more informative
.'

measure may be the expected value of the equivalence class. That is, given a word, what is

the size of the equivalence class into which the word is likely to fall. We computed the

expected value for the Zue and Shipman results and they are shown on the first overlay.

The expected value, while greater by an order of magnitude than the average value, still

represents only a tenth of a percent of the entire lexicon. As an indication of the spread of

the distribution, we have also included the median class size.

0 . .-". -'"-'''''""
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* It should be noted that these results are for a lexicon where the words are given uniform

* weighting. However, the frequency distribution of English words is highly skewed. When

* the words in the lexicon are weighted in terms of their frequency of occurrence based on

the Brown Corpus, as shown on the second overlay, the median increases a good deal,

whereas as the expected value only increases moderately. For the remainder of this

* presentation, the words in the lexicon have all been weighted by their frequency of

occurrence in the Brown Corpus, thus providing a closer approximation to the usage of

words in a language.

Our second comment on Zue and Shipman-s results is that they explored

segmentaliphonetic and prosodic constraints independently of one another. Since these

* sources of information are presumably useful in combination, we augmented the broad

phonetic representation with two-level stress information for the word. Thus, for example,

the word "piston" is represented both by a broad phonetic classification of: (STOP)

(VOWEL) (STRONG-FRICATIVE) (STOP) (VOWEL) (NASAL), and a prosodic

representation of: (STRESSED) (UNSTRESSED). The results of incorporating stress

* information are shown on the next viewgraph. As can be seen, the median, the expected

value and the maximum equivalence class size all decreased as a result of introducing

lexical stress information, suggesting the usefulness of prosodic information.

0
The above results demonstrate that broad phonetic classifications of words can, in

principle, reduce the number of word candidates significantly. However, the acoustic

* realization of a phone can be highly variable, and this variability introduces a good deal of

recovwtion ambiguity in the initial classification of the speech signal. At one extreme, the
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* acoustic characteristics of a phoneme can undergo simple modifications as a consequence

of contextual and inter-speaker differences. At the other extreme, contextual effects can

also produce severe modifications in which phonemes or syllables are deleted altogether.

Thus, for example, the word 'international" can have many different realizations,

including the deletion of the second as well as penultimate syllables.

* In order to evaluate the viability of a broad phonetic class representation for speech

recognition systems, two major problems must first be considered. The first problem is that

of mis-labeling a phonetic segment, and the second problem is the deletion of a segment

altogether. It is important to note that these phenomena can occur resulting from an error

by the speech recognition system, and as a consequence of the high level of variability in

* natural speech. That is, not only can the recognizer make a mistake, a given speaker can

utter a word with changed or deleted segments. Therefore, even a perfect recognizer would

still have "errors" in its input. The primary focus of this talk is to investigate the effects on

* Zue and Shipman-s results when errors, both in classification and segmentation, are

introduced.

* We have tried to infer the effect of mis-labeling phonetic segments, by allowing for

reasonable confusions among the six phonetic classes. The allowable confusion is

determined based on our acoustic-phonetic intuitions, as well as our past experience with

speech recognition front-ends. Some of the confusions are context-independent, whereas

others are permitted only under certain phonetic environments. In one study, we allowed

* strong fricatives to be confused with weak fricatives while only medial nasals can be

confused with with liquids and glides, and only word initial aspirated stops can be confused

0
]~5~~4 .. .- N-..\
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0 with strong fricatives. Thus, in this study each word is represented by one or more broad

phonetic sequences, depending on the possible confusions in the word. In the next

viewgraph we see that introducing these confusions did not change the previous results

significantly. This suggests that, if the classification uncertainty is. reasonable, then lexical

constraints imposed by sequences of broad phonetic classes are still extremely powerful.

* We now turn to the second issue, namely, segmentation uncertainty due to front-end

error or alternate pronunciations. The broad phonetic representation cannot handle

40 segment or syllable deletions, because when a segment is deleted the broad phonetic class

sequence is affected. Traditionally, this problem is solved by expanding the lexicon via

phonological rules, in order to include all possible pronunciations of each word. We find

* this alternative unattractive for several reasons. First of all, dictionary expansion does not

capture the nature of phonetic variability. Once a given word is represented as a set of

alternate pronunciations, the fact that certain segments of a word are highly variable while

others are relatively invariant is lost. In fact, we shall see that the less variable segments of

a word provide more lexical constraint than those segments which are highly variable.

0 Another problem with lexical expansion is that of assigning realistic likelihood measures to

each pronunciation. Finally, storing all alternate pronunciations is computationally

expensive, since the size of t lexicon can increase substantially.
0

Some segments of a word are highly variable, while others are more or less invariant.

Depending on the extent to which the variable segments constrain lexical access, it might

* be possible to represent words only in terms of their less variable parts. It is interesting to

note that, in American English, most of the low-level phonological rules apply to
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unstressed syllables. In other words, phonetic segments around unstressed syllables are

more variable than those around stressed syllables. Perceptual results have also shown that

the acoustic cues for phonetic segments around unstressed syllables are usually far less

reliable than around stressed ones. Thus, one may ask to what extent the phones in

unstressed syllables are useful for lexical access.

In an attempt to answer this question, we compared the relative lexical constraint of

phones in stressed versus unstressed syllables. In one experiment, we classified the words

in the 20,000-word Webster-s Pocket Dictionary either according to only the phones in

stressed syllables, or according to only the phones in unstressed syllables. Lexical

representations for this experiment are illustrated, for the word "piston", in the next

* viewgraph. In the first condition, shown on the left, the phones in stressed syllables were

mapped into their corresponding phonetic classes while each unstressed syllable was

0 mapped into a placeholder symbol. In the second condition, shown on the right, the

opposite was done. For both conditions, stress information is retained.

The results of this experiment are given in the next viewgraph. By comparing the

outcomes of the two conditions, it can be seen that information within stressed syllables

provides much more constraints for lexical access than that in unstressed syllables. This is

* particularly interesting in light of the fact that the phones in stressed syllables are much less

variable than those in unstressed syllables. Therefore, recognition systems may not have to

be terribly concerned with correctly identifying the phones in unstressed syllables. Not

• only is the signal highly variable in these segments, making classification difficult; the

segments do not constrain recognition as much as the less variable segments.

-0 . , ,. . , , - ,.,,, - . . . - . -/ .. .,.. .. ' . . . . . -,. . . . . _- . . .... . . . .
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* This representation is very robust with respect to segmental and syllabic deletions. As

pointed out previously, most segment deletions occur in unstressed syllables. Since the

phones in unstressed syllables are not included in the representation, their deletion or

modification is ignored.

In summary, we have demonstrated a method for encoding the words in a large lexicon

•0 using broad phonetic and prosodic information. This scheme takes advantage of the fact

that even at a broad level of description, the sequential constraints on allowable sound

sequences are very strong. It also makes use of the fact that the phonetically variable parts

of words provide much less lexical constraint than the phonetically invariant parts. The

interesting properties of the representation are that it is based on relatively robust phonetic

* classes, it allows for phonetic variability, and it partitions the lexicon into very small

equivalence classes. This makes the representation attractive as a search avoidance

techniques for large-vocabulary speech recognition systems.

0

,0
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Explerlu Aflophoic and Lad=ca Constaints
In a Condno Spech Rmodtion System1

0

by
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and
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Room 36-541
Department of Electzical Engineering and Computer Science

Maahusetts Institute of Technology
* Cambridge, Masachusetts 02139
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Explin Allopno and Lexical Conasraints In a Continuous Speech Recognion

System. Francine R. Chan and Victor W. Zue (Room 38.640, Department of Electrical Engneering

and Computer Science, Imntacist Inste of Technology, Cambridge, MA 02139)

Recent reserch [Zue and Shipman, JASA VoL 71, S7; Hultenlocher and Zue, this meetlnaj has

shown tht a broad phonetic representation of speech provides strong constraints for lxdca access

of Iot words. In addition, Church (IS PhD Thesis, Mll has demonstrated the utlity of dAIalW

alophonic constraints for parsing a sentence from a phoneticia' transcription. This gives reason to

beleve that the coupling of lexical and ulophonio constraints can be a powerful tool In continuou

speech recognition. The present study explores how broad phonetic constraints can be appled to a

restricted continuous speech task. Using a broad phonetic representation derived from an ideal

transcription, it was found that on the average, 70%. of the word boundaries In the digit vocabulary

can be identified. Extending this approach to speech data, we have Implemented a classifier which

* derives a broad phonetic representation from the speech signal. Prelminary results Indicate that

alophonic and ledca constraints can be effective In reducing the number of string candidates, based

upon the output from this classifier. [Work supported by the Office of Naval Research under contract

40 NO)14-82-K-0727 and by the System Development Foundation.]

Technical Comittee: Speech C=munication

Subject Classification umbers: 43.7OSc, 43.70Ve

Telephone Nimber: (617) 253-7719 (F. Chen)

Send acceptance or rejection notice to F. Chen
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Itroduction

In a previous meeting of the Society, Zue and Shipman presented some results

demonstrating the constraints imposed on the sound patterns of a language. By indexing

words into a lexicon based on broad phonetic representations, the number of words sharing

a common representation is very small. As a result, they proposed an approach to isolated

word recognition for large vocabularies. In their proposal, the speech signal is first

classified into a broad phonetic string. The broad phonetic representation is then used for

lexical access, resulting in a small set of word candidates. Finally, fine phonetic distinctions

are performed to determine which of these word candidates are actually spoken. We've

just seen in the previous talk some refinements to their original proposal. Such an

approach to isolated word recognition is in fact being pursued in a number of laboratories.

In contrast, this paper describes an attempt to exploit such constraints in continuous

speech recognition. In particular, we focused our inquiries on the digit vocabulary. There

are two questions which we tried to address: 1) Are there powerful enough lexical and

allophonic constraints to allow words in a restricted task like continuous digit recognition to

be recovered? and 2) Can such a system be realistically implemented with good

performance? The first part of this talk will desrbe a set of experiments designed to

determine whether a digit string can be recovered from an ideal transcription. Then in the

second part of this talk, we will dsrbe our first attempt to implement a speaker-

independent continuous digit recognition system in which lexical candidates are reduced

by using a broad phonetic classification of the speech signal.
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Constraints on sound sequences were applied first to ideal phonetic and then to ideal

broad phonetic representations of digit strings to postulate word boundaries. 2000 digit

strings of random order and random length containing approximately 8000 boundaries

were used. We found that from an ideal, detailed phonetic trascription, every digit

*O boundary can be positively identified. However, it is a very difficult task to automatically

produce an accurate phonetic transcription across a wide population of speakers. On the

other hand, we believe that producing a broad phonetic representation from the acoustic

signal is not as difficult. Such a representation is also more robust against environmental

and interspeaker variabilities. Thus, for the second part of this experiment, the constraints

-were relaxed by mapping the phones into broad phonetic categories in place of detailed
_0

phonetic transcriptions. Six broad classes were used: liquid or glide, stop, vowel, nasal,

strong fricative, and weak fricative. Coarticulation effects, such as gemination of /" in

"6-7" were ignored in producing the transcriptions.

An example of the procedure is shown in the figure. The digit string "64583", as shown

on the top line, is mapped into the broad phonetic representation shown on the second line.

No boundary marks are given in this broad representation, although their placement is

indicated by the sharp sign shown on the line above. For this example, three of the word

boundaries can be identified because no word in the lexicon contains the sequence formed

by the broad labels on each side of the boundary. However, the boundary between "5" and

" is not identified because the lexical representations of both the digits "4" and "5"

* contain the sequence "weak-fricative vowel". Performing this experiment on the 2000 digit

strings, 70% of the word boundaries were found.

9
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The ability to definitely identity 70% of the word boundaries is impressive, but not

necessarily surpnising. For exga1ple, Church described in his doctoral thesis how detailed

allophonic constraints can be used to successfully parse a sentence from a phonetician's

transcription. However, these results may not be directly applicable to real data. With real

data, phonetic variabilities and front-end errors dictate that boundaries only be =mgL.

Instead of positively identifying word boundaries, a system could propose words and their

corresponding boundaries by examining the "sequence"l of broad clam labels. That is, the

word boundaries would be proposed at the beginning and end of each sequence. In

* addition, allophonic constraints can help to reduce the possibly large number of word

candidates. A preliminary system for exploring these lexical and allophonic constraints will

be described next.

0 Imptlsmntatln

4. We have implemented a broad phonetic classifier and a lexical access component that

40 w~ill be part of a continuous digit recognition system. In this implementation, eight

phonetic classes, as shown in the figure, were used. Note that they are slightly different

than those used in the early part of the study. These symbols will be used throughout the

* remainder of this talk. The envisioned general structure of our recognition system is shown

in the next figure. From the speech signal, a broad phonetic classification is first

performed. The resulting broad phonetic representation is of the form of a lattice

* composed of broad phonetic labels. From the broad phonetic representation, the lexical

access component produces a lattice of word candidates for the system. This set of

candidates is a reduced set from all possible candidates and can be given to a verification

component which would use more detailed acoustic analysis to identify the true sentence.

~' ~: -.. ' * ,*.P%( . .*. *. .4 .~ * ~ . -.. *, ~ ~ .4 * *4*- -VI
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The broad classifier extracts acoustic parameters from the speech signal and characterizes

the resulting parameters a acoustic features. From the set of features, the system uses a set

of production rules to doduce which broad classes may be present at each segment. There

are several important attributes of the classifier. One is that it begins classification by

labeling regions of the speech signal which can be identified robustly. Another attribute is

that in regions where the cues are not as robust, more than one label is allowed. By

allosing ambiguity in the labels under uncertainty, as the classifier does, it is insured that

the correct answer is not ruled out unless there is no evidence for it.

* Laxlcai Acme=s and AlophOnlC ConstraiM s

In lexical access, lexical and allophonic constraints are used to map broad class

traciptions of the words in the lexicon to the lattice of broad labels, and indirectly, to the

speech signal. The next Figure illustrates how allophonic constraints are utilized in the

lexical representation of the digits. The context in which each pronunciation occurs can

then be used to constrain when a word is hypothesized. In the Figure, three pronunciations
0

of the word '"" are shown. A sample context in which the second and third pronunciations

could occur is shown on the right. Each pronunciation differs in the allophone of iti. This

* can be captured at the broad level as shown in the center column. A released it" is

transcribed a a released stop. And an unreleased /ti and flap are trscribed as silence

and a short voiced obstruent, respectively.

The set of reference trwascriptions that are used for lexical retrieval is produced by the

systm from a given set of pronunciations of the words in the lexicon. The derived

transcriptions contain alternate broad phonetic pronunciations of each digit and the context

under which they can occur. Each transcription is matched against the labeled segments of
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the broad clan lattice. Thus errors made at one point in time will not affect recognition of

the rest of the sentence. The next Figure illustrates application of lexical constraints on a

sample digit string "5-8-6". Each box in the figure represents the position of a segment

0 relative to the other segments in time, but does not convey any information about duration

or rank. Part (a) depicts the broad segmentation produced by the classifier for the three

digits. In (b), the lattice of matching words from the lexicon is shown. All the digits in

starred boxes can be removed because each is a word candidate that will result in an

incomplete path. The resulting lattice is shown in (c). Note that the starred "S" could also

be removed by allophonic constraints. Allophonic constraints require that it a vowel

follows the "5", the ivi represented by the short voiced obstruent should not be deleted.

The pronunciation of the starred "5o has ivi deleted and is thus incorrect in this context.

The next figure illustrates actual constraint application in lexical access for a longer digit

string. A spectrogram of the digit string 7620085", the corresponding broad

representation, and the corresponding word lattice are shown. It can be observed that the

word lattice is much reduced from the general case where all the words in the lexicon can

begin at each segment. But it should also be noted that "3", "4", and "51 are not

* distinguished in the broad representation. However, a simple check, such as vowel height,

may be able to differentiate among some of them.

R subt

* As mentioned earlier, we have implemented on a Lisp machine workstation such a

speaker-independent continuous digit recognition system up to the level of lexical

candidate reduction. The system was developed using the speech data from one male
0 speaker. We have just evaluated the performance of the system for the first time last week
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gusin some two hundred digits spoken by three new speakers, one male and two female.

The preliminary results indicate that I% of the time the correct digit is not one of the leical

candlates. The corresponding depth of the digit lattice is four. We would like to stress

that the system is under active development and that the performance results are very

preliminary. Nevertheless, we are encouraged by the results, and feel that this may be a

viable approach to continuous digit recognition.

In summary, this paper proposed a new approach to continuous digit recognition. In this

*0 approach, the speech signal is initially classified into broad phonetic categories. It was

shown that ailophonic and lexical constraints can be powerful even at a broad phonetic

level. Thus, lexical acces based on a broad phonetic description will hopefully result in a

- small number of candidate digit strings. Whenever more than one digit candidate spans a

given time interval, fine phonetic distinctions will be performed to select the best

candidate. Because of the fact that fine phonetic classification is not performed at the

o

,.1
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* Exploring Allophonic and Lexical Constraints
in a Continuous Speech Recognition System
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Victor W. Zue
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QUESTIONS

-Are there powerful enough leical and
* allophonic constraints to allow words in a

restricted task like continuous digit recognition
9 to be recovered?

0 - Can such a system be realistically implemented
with good performance?
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SEQUENCE CONSTRAINT EXAMPLE

6 * 4 # 5 *8# 3

SF V S SF WF V G WF V WF V S WF G V

T T

- G liquid or glide N nasal

S stop SF strong fricative
V vowel WF leak Fricative

0 , ,''x, , ,t ,, , ,.,:; ,,,-,-.--' ,,,,:.:.,;-;,,;,,-.,..- ,,.-,,....;,,-:,:.:. . .....-.-. "..-..:.:.--.
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BROAD CLASSES USED
WITH NATURAL SPEECH

G sonorants
* N intervocalic nasal

S stop
SF strong fricative
SVO short voiced obstruent
V vowel
WF weak fricative
-- silence

0
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BLOCK DIAGRAM OF A
RECOGNITION SYSTEM

digit string

lexical verifier
0access

broad detailed
phonetic acoustic
classifier analysis

spaech

0

0 , ] " ,k " ."% '  - ' " . Z" " % .. " ' """- '"" , " . "% , . . """"% . . - - .
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BROAD PHONETIC CLASSIFIER

- Produces broad class representation of input

speech signal

- Principles

*Label regions which can be identified
* robustly

*Allow ambiguity when uncertain

.0

0

-0
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ALLOPHONIC CONSTRAINTS

Lexical items can be represented in terms of
multiple pronunciations

Example:

* eyt vowel stop
e to vowel silence /_ nasal
eyr  vowel svo /_ vowel

0

0-

0

r0 ,, ,f w ,,,,, ; ,...;...i.: ,;;:. ::::::.:;........, . .... .... .............. . . . ...... ......
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LEXICAL CONSTRAINTS
.3

Eliminate word candidates that will result
in an incomplete path

Example:

IWF iVl SVOIV l-!SFIV I. ISFI (a)
s I

I (b)

1 5 1 8 1 6 ,- I (c)

I!
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SUMMARY

- Allophonic and lexical constraints can be
powerful even at a broad phonetic level for digit
recognition

- Lexical access based on broad phonetic
. information can help to reduce the number of

digit candidates

0 - Such a system can potentially be speaker-
independent

0
"tO

0
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I ThTe Use of Phonotactic Constraints to Determine Word Boundaries. Lori F. Lamel

(Room 36-545, Department of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science,

* Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, MA 02139)

Phonotactic constraints limit the permissible word internal consonant sequences in

English. In some cases, knowledge of the phoneme sequence uniquely specifies the

location of the word boundary, while in other cases, phonological rules based on allowable

consonant sequences are not sufficient. For example, the word boundary can be uniquely

* placed in the sequence i... m g I ... i, as in the word pair "some glass", whereas the the word

boundary location is ambiguous in the phoneme sequence i... s t r ... / without further

acoustic information. The i... s t r ... / may have a word boundary in one of three places as

0 in "last rain", "rae trials", and "may stretch". Studies were conducted to determine the

utility of phonotactic constraints to predict word boundaries. The databases included the

Merriam-Webster Pocket Dictionary, a phonemically balanced set of sentences, and

samples of unrestricted text. Results indicate that: 1) word internal consonant sequences

represent a very small subset of all permissible consonant sequences across word

* boundaries; and 2) acoustic-phonetic knowledge is needed when the word boundary is

ambiguous. Results on the differences between word and syllable boundaries will also be

presented. [Work supported by the Office of Naval Research under contract N00014-82-k.

0727 and the System Development Foundation.]

Technical Committee: Speech Communication
Subject Classification numbers: 43.70.Sc,43.70.Ve
Telephone number: (617)-2353-7719
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This study investigates the occurrence of consonant sequences at word boundaries and

* within words in English. The main question raised is "Given a consonant sequence, can a

word boundary location be determined?". Earlier work [Zue and Shipman, J. Acoust. Soc.

Am. Suppl. 1 71,S7 (1982)] has shown that there are lexical constraints limiting the number

* of possible consonant sequences within words. The first problem that we address is what, if

any, structural constraints on consonant sequences in English limit the potential word

boundary sequences.

The second problem we address is whether there are acoustic cues to word boundaries in

continuous speech, and how these could be used for speech recognition. Listeners are able

* to hear individual words even though words in continuous speech are not separated by

pauses. Nakatani and Dukes (1979) have shown that word boundaries, as well as syllable

boundaries, arc often marked by acoustic cues that listeners use for speech perception. We

believe that a good understanding of the acoustic manifestations of phonemes at word

boundaries will enable us to resolve phonetic ambiguity and to propose potential word

* boundaries from acoustic evidence.

To address the first problem, we determined the occurrences of consonant sequences in a

corpus of text files. The text files ranged in size from 200 words to 38,000 words and were

obtained from a variety of sources. The phonemic transcription of each word was obtained

by dictionary lookup.

* The number of distinct consonant sequences were determined for within words and

across word boundaries. The number of occurrences of each distinct sequence was also

recorded. Word boundary sequences were formed by concatenating the word-tinal

0
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L consonant sequence of the current word with the word-initial consonant sequence of the

ge next word. In this example, the word pair "western front" has a word boundary sequence

/nfr/, whereas the word "western' has the medial sequence /st/. Tere are approximately

- 70 distinct word-initial, consonant sequences, and 130 word-final sequences. Based on these

estimates there are potentially over 9000 word boundary consonant sequences. The top

curve in the figure shows the upper bound on the number of possible word boundary

sequences as a function of the number of words in the corpus. The upper bound arises by

4 assuming that any word can follow any other word, and is thus the product of the number

of word-final and word-initial consonant sequences for the given corpus.

The lower curve shows the number of word boundary sequences occurring in the corpus.

* In general, this curve is about 25% of the upper bound. The behavior of the two curves

shown here are similar. We can expect that perhaps the lower curve will approach the

upper bounding curve as larger samples of text are processed. However, if there are

I structural constraints limiting the combinations of words in English, then perhaps the

* consonant sequences that occur across word boundanies will remain a subset of the total

number of possibilities.

The overlap between the word-medial sequences and the word-boundary sequences

gives a comparison of what goes on within words and across word boundaries. If the lexical

constraints on word internal sequences and the structural constraints across word

* boundaries are the same, then the curves for the two conditions should be similar. The

* overlay shows the number of word-medial consonant sequences. On average only 20% of

the distinct word boundary sequences occur in word medial position. This means if I were

.I7j
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to randomly choose a sequence from the distinct consonant sequences, then, on the

average, 4 out of 5 times the sequence would specify a word boundary which would not be

a syllable boundary. If I instead put all the word boundary sequences, occurring as many

times as they do in the corpus, into a bucket, then 1 out of 3 randomly chosen sequences

* will only occur at a word boundary. [When the frequencies of occurrence are accounted

* for, 1 out of 3 consonant sequences specifies a word boundaryl

* There is also a difference in the average lengths of consonant sequences in word-medial

and word-boundary position. Word medial sequences are shorter than word boundary

sequences. The average length for sequences within words is 2.2, while across word

boundaries it is 2.9. As will be discussed next, longer sequences have more constraints

imposed upon them.

* How many of the distinct consonant sequences have a unique boundary location? A

unique boundary location means that the consonant sequence can only be divided in one

way such that the sequence forms an allowable offset cluster followed by an allowable onset
0

cluster. For example, the sequence /mglI as in "some glass" can only have a word

boundary between the /m/ and the /g/. The phoneme sequence /sts/ can form an

* allowable offset as in "casts" or occur across a word boundary as is "last side". About 65%

of the word boundary sequences have a unique boundary location. Another 30% have 2

possible locations. The word boundary sequences not occurring in medial position have a

0 lower rate of ambiguity, with approximately 80% having the boundary location uniquely

specified. Part of these differences can be accounted for by considering the length of

* sequences in the two positions. As mentioned before, on average, word boundary



sequences are almost 1 consonant longer than medial sequences. The average number of

* boundary locations decreases with increasing length of the consonant sequence. 60% of the

consonant sequences of length 2 have ambiguous boundary locations while less than 20% of

longer sequences have ambiguous boundary locations.

Given that an ideal phonemic transcription cannot uniquely specify a boundary location

in one third of the consonant sequences occurring at word boundaries, can these

* boundaries be disambiguated? Our belief is that in some cases acoustic evidence may be

useful. To this end we conducted a preliminary experiment to investigate acoustic cues to

word boundaries in labial-stop sonorant clusters. Minimal pair phrases such as "grape

0 lane" and "grey plane", as shown in the figure, were embedded in a carrier phrase and

recorded by 3 male speakers. The recordings were digitized and analyzed using SPIRE on

the Lisp Machine. Parameters were extracted from the transcribed utterances and

statistical analysis performed.

The spectrograms of "grape lane" and "grey plane" have several differences. These

0 include the duration of the first vowel in each pair, the amount of aspiration in the /p/,

VOT, and some characteristics of the Al, such as a steady state region and formant

frequencies at voice onset.

Some simple measures that can be used to differentiate this pair are the duration of the

release portion of the stop. the duration of the sonorant, and the formant frequencies at

* voice onset. Shown in black is a histogram of the stop release duration for /p/ in word-

initial /pl/ clusters. The devoiced portion of the /I/ is included as part of the release as was

shown in the previous figure. A histogram of the duration of the release of /p/ in /p #1/ is

0e
0
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shown in red. All unreleased /p/'s were given a duration of 0 ms. As can be seen, about

* Ohalf of the time the /p/ was unreleased, and in the remainder there is a short, generally

!2 weak, release.

This figure shows a scatter plot of the second and third formant at voice onset for the /r/

in initial /br/ clusters and for /b#r/. Although there still a fair amount of overlap

between the two conditions, the combination of F and F give better discrimination thanS2 3

* either alone.

Throughout this talk we have intentionally avoided the topic of syllable boundaries, and

the comparison of syllable and word boundaries. There are several reasons for this. Fu

we do not know what the correct syllabification of words should be. We have looked at two

*: different syllabifications of a large lexicon, but neither shows the consistency we would like

* to have. In the literature there are various approaches to syllabification and we are looking

- into this issue further. It seems that we have a bit of the "chicken and the egg" problem

here. We would like to have some theory for syllabification which could be used to predict

* acoustic manifestations of consonant sequences at syllable boundaries. However, we

believe that acoustic evidence is necessary to get reliable syllabification.

0 In summary, we have found that there are structural constraints on the allowable

sequences of consonants at word boundaries in English. 4 out of 5 word boundary

sequences do not occur within a word. Of these sequences 80% have a word boundary

* which is uniquely specified by the sequence of phonemes. In the cases where the phoneme

sequence cannot uniquely specify the word boundary acoustic information may be of help.

T ,v , ,,y' . %,c ,, ._...........-.......,,...,, . ..,..,. .;''.'V " ,.,.* '.-'4:......'.' ,.'.".
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CONSONANT SEQUENCES AT WORD BOUNDARIES

- Are structural constraints useful to delimit word
boundaries?

- Are there acoustic cues to word boundaries?

0



STUDY OF STRUCTURAL CONSTRAINTS BASED

0 ON IDEAL TRANSCRIPTION

CORPUS
- Text files ranging in size from 200 words to

38,000 words

1 PROCEDURE

- Identify distinct consonant sequences within
words and across word boundaries

- Record the number of occurrences for each
dtinct conoant sequence

0
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0 w6p (n nt

word medial word boundary
0
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0 WHAT IS A UNIQUE BOUNDARY L6OCATION?

CONSONANT SEQUENCE -i>Permissible Coda
followed by permissible
onset

EXAMPLES:

*/mgl/ m # gi "ssome glass"

/sts/ =>sts * "casts"

*st *S "last side"



HOW MANY CONSONANT SEQUENCES HAVE A

UNIQUE BOUNDARY LOCATION?

-65 % of word boundary sequences have unique
locations

-80 % of word boundary sequences not occurring
in word medial position, have unique boundary
locations

-Most ambiguous sequences have only two
possible boundary locations
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SUMMARY

4 out of 5 consonant sequences occur only at
* word boundaries

- 80% of word boundary sequences have only one
* possible boundary location

- Acoustic information may help to locate word
boundaries

0

0

0
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COMPUTER RECOGNITION OF ISOLATED WORDS
* FROM LARGE VOCA13ULARIES:

* LEXICAL ACCESS USING PARTIAL PHONETIC INFORMATION

Victor W. Zue and Daniel P. Huttenloclier
Massaaehuselts Institute of Technology

77 Massachu"st Avenue
Cambridge, Mgaahusatts 02130 U.S.A.

CUMM1ent1 pra l o isolated wrd recognition relon cheelca pa-e1 recognition echniquewhich utizlihts eor
no speech specifc knoWledge. While the pearformance of tese systems is quite good for a se of ree-,ct1
vomibulaneel and atheVy we not readily extelndible to more complex tasha.ll The paper propose a new approach
to islad word recognition irnendedik for multiple apeleim and lage vocabularlee.i The yaem perform a broad
poneti cOBegoisaton Of the acoustiC 319gn14L Thes partial phonetic information is then used for lexical access

0 generating a small set Of pose word candidates. ine Phonetic distinctions can then te perormed in order to
determine which of mwe word candidates was actually spoken. Preliminary results on leical access and ward
candidate reduction is presented

1. INTRODUCTIO14 handful of words out of a 20.0.word lexicon, using only half a
dozen broad phonetic deemss. in the next section ot the pape. we

* uring the ps decade. significant advaincesi hawe been made in summanie a set: of studies demonstrating the extent to which a
the field all isolated word recognition (IWR). Today, Speech partial phonetiverentto can be used to dfiminae il but a
recognition systems can typically recognize a saiel soet ofwords, smal Set of word candidates. The subsequentl secton describes
say SIX for a given speak~er with an error rawts km dissth S%. the 9syste being implemented and presents sonms preliminary
Current approaches generaly use a patiern maching technique results.
wherte einput Signalsmaceagnt5S ostrdeple.
Theisuccess of Vi yateuican at Maetin pert beattruted to
me th itduction t -lavel permstric reissf" '. d"stanc 2. DESIGN PHILOSOPHY
MWM=2.cS aid tihe Very powerfuon A-l I mer procedure calle 2.1 Spetrogrami ReadIg
dynamic programrming3.

Reliance on general pattr maOthing techniques has been partly
While we haoe clearly made ignificant advances in dealing with miotivated tiy tis uneautieactory performance ot early phoneticlly.
the IWR pr oblm there is aenious doubt regarding the extendibilit based speeh recognitibn systems In fact. the difficulty of the
of the patern mum"lin apprwl, to large Vocshsjuy, mpeowe acoust-ponetircognito M*~ has led to speculaltion tha

*independent isolate word reogniin. one of the 'imteone of phonetic information must be derived pnmnly from syntactic.
th templlat matching approach is that both storge &Wd semntic and discourse constraints rather than fromn the acoustic

coputation rW liearly, with aie an of thle vocbular. That Is. signal. a lowever. the poor performance of early phonetically-bassad
a seat temoliiae is stored for each word. and -0n recognition eltt - ca be attr~iuted mainly to our limited

Winvoe compaing ui tePlate with the unkunown ualraince knowledge, of the acoutic characteristics of speech sounds.
Fva Y lage vombllulails (seveal thousand wd or more), pertn'jl the effict of local context This picture is slowly

ueI computation mid sitog I naileta become pilMbelly gn W now hasve a far better understandin of contextual
*1 -seiae Even if conipumlorel cot wer raot a Weth infiluences on phonetic segments. s evidenced by a sries of

Pal lc ofa such MR~ glow" detr, Ates for W" speoigram reading experlmentatI. it was found that a triaie
Vo" is.Furthermore as the ala of the Vocabuldry 0giL It u an pht elly banecie unknown utteranices fraim

becomes inipereliv tha rcogIio systama be apselmr speePa spe ogrme waft an accuracy of approximately OMI
partisans.1 1 since trh'u' te "astm for each spa"e wil to This leve at performance is far bete than the phonetic

psuifully~~~OM imalrcgns reported in the literature. both in terms of accuracy
and rank order statistis. It was also demonstatdwa the,

*In ithi paer we propose a now approiah to lergeovoabulry. process of spectrogram reading makes use of explicit acoustic
isolatedword recogniin. This approach relies on pauli ph oi phonetic rules. andl that this ski can be learned by others Theme
iotionW far lial access thereby grasty reduces sis NJmbe results sugest that the acoustic "iga is rich in phonei

of word candlidaes. This parti phonetic rersnt -o derve information, aid that it may be poss Ible to obtain substantially
t po--erai frmt hli degree of redundancy insa gien language better performance inautomaticphon ec: eonition.

0 0s11111 g Vhile reduancy. it is gamble to elminat all but a
Even with substantially improved acoustic-phonetic knowledge
however, an approach based entirely on detailed phonetic analysts

IV fm. Glasm 0 "" aiiineeii d coeac "W4. still has serous drawbacks. Using solely acoustic information,. it is
le~emmi~u~mww~uist~moften difficult to make fine phonetic distinctions. (For example, it is

diftult to distinguish the word pair '"Sue/sna" reliably across a



wide rgeof undies). Furthermore, the Application of contex. consequence of contextal and interseeer dilftfncs such a

dependent- ruleis rquir the specification of the coo.rect conteulL the differences in the acoustic signal for the various aUMbll Of

-w seisupon corrctl identifying the retiolex consonant contexua effecta, can also prodluce severe modifications in which
*/r4. Thus, recogn ition buased solely an d@aiI phonetic phonemes or syllables awe de~te altogete. Thus. for example.

even Possil~le the dealtion 01 the phonegme/V/ and the deleton of thepeutme

2.2 Constraints on Sound Patterns it ae in"mn to note that these phenomenal can occur a 8
coneeuenceof the high level of variability in natural speech. 88

*The sound pattemns of a given language we not only limiled by te well e r"eAtng fromi an error by the front-and classifier at a
invwentory of basic sound units. buA also by the allowable speech recognition system. Given such unceraitis one may
comanaftine of thees sound unite. Knowildge about such as whlether the original results of Shipman anid Zue stll hold for
prionotactic constaints is preeuiM used in spec lexical access. The answer is pertially providedil in a recent study

*~ ~ r ticaion.snce it povie netive speakser* wih the abilt to cnducted by Mu~eWotir WdZu*7,in~wicUteyObMevedUth
aII poeicm detais that wre otherwise root availde or wre effts on lexcal constraints after introducing venious amounts at

ditre.Thus. as an exctre lmxample, a word such as "soft' phoneti uncertainty into the lexicon They found that. eve
*can be recognized without having to specify the j&M acoustic allowing as much as 20% Phonetic uncertinut lexical conraint

cnanacternticsofanryphoneme other thantme /l/. becseit is me imposed by sequences of broad Phonetic clase ar stil
Mk word in the Merriam Webetets Pocket Dictionary (containing exreel powerful. Over 30% af the lexical item can still be

aout 203.000 words tha setls lee eflowing deewipon: uniquely specifid, and ove 50% of the time the am of the
equivalence clas s i5 or lees. On the Other hafd, the mxm

(CONSOI4ANlTICONSONANTKIIVOWELKNASALK-STOPI size of mhe equivalence cdame grow steaily as Me5 amount Of
lling uncertainty increases.

While the extistence at phonotectic cntansis wall known, a 3. SYSTEM 0DESCRIP'TION
recent~~ stfsues7 rvidee a gompee of hmnagnituds of lh 3.1 Overview

preict'@ power. Them studie examine Me VionotecOF
constraints of American gishII from mhe Phonemic distribuions in 8sd on mhe result at the studies cited above, we p opose a now
mhe 20.aawod heim Webel a Pocket Dictionary. In one phoneticaily-baseid approach to isolated-word recognition. This
stda m phonme pp U sata word were mOpA into one of ala approach is dletinctfy diferen fromi previous a'emptI in that

*broad PheIc c-egonle vowele. sope nssi liquids and deteiled phond Iti - 11ia of the acoustic signal is not 9e0101.
glides. oengM hiull.-es. and week fisives Thtus, fo easupl, Rather, me speech signal isp lle into several broad mne
the word *spek, with a phoeni W"n give by /Ow.u/ is categories which wre then used direct far Ilel accees. The

reprnnsd s te ulm:broad n phnticrmne)ceafe ere eea upes Ftre
error in ponetic labeling, which ate most often caueed by

[STRNG FICAMSTOrV1WELJMPJdetailed phonetic analyses. should be redluced. Second. by
[S~hON PRICAIVEKSTPIVOWEISTOPJavoiding fimne neicdistinction.m~esyfste shouldalso be les

* sensitive to interepeelier varns Finslly. experimental reeults
It walfound that, even at thle braed Phonetic level, approximetely indicate that, even athme broad ponetic level, sequential
1/3 of me wod i me 20,O00word le-1o can be uniquely constraints and the lexical distnobution can limit the seerchi spae
specified. One can view mhe broed phonetic classlficatione es subutantially. This last feature is particularly important when Me
P- -- Moing mhe lexicon into equivalence clases of words sharingI smz of Me vocabulary is large (on mhe orde of several thousand
mhe sun po1eR c clas pem 1LV.. 11M WWuN UMAm w o or more).
sters are in me S- equivalence clMs. The avr a lsas of

thmese eqivalence delems for mhe 20.000-word lexicon wal foun1d Once Me acoustic sal is rduced to a sequence (or lattice) of
to be apro'im-tel, & and thieW matri ala e approubtiebroyd ph meeseretf resulting representation is used for
200. iun ~se words. in do worst sM a bro 1a phoneticm access. The intent is to reduce the possible word

mo-e eetaln Iof mhe words in a large lexicn reduceths umber coUin~ to a very small set by utillizig knowledge about me
of Pons word candidates to about 1% of me lexicon - tua consrais, bth segme"Noa a wn upeegmento. of the
Furthermore, over half t of IMelica items belon to equvalenc words. Lexical asemai peormed by indexing into an *Inverteld
clessm of Onze5 or Waes. lexicon'. where each word is stored in term of its broad phonetic

clmssficaion. Since Me broad Phonetic classificaton specifyl
ouch smell mownet tf e lexicon. Mhe resuting se of word

2.3 Dealing with Phonetic Variability canidajes should be very small. f1th this word set. the correc
word can the be selcte through mhe judicious application of

The results of the Shiomasn and Zue study demonstrate that breed delailed phoneticknowledge.
pionetic cilsaifitons of words can. in principle, reduce the
nwuiTer at word Candidst ignificatY. Mowever, me1 acoustic We should point out that the system uses a very conservative
ressifstion of a phone can be highly variable. and this variability conro usteogy. Assertions about the acoustic or phonetic identity

* awodum a goo dea of artbiguity in the initial classifian of 01 a speech segment are only made whe Me evidences for that
the smso siga. At one extreme. the acoustic characteristics 0.1 classification is very stong. In this manner, a reliable gross

phnmscan can undergo aimple modifications as a waustic desnoton is obitainedi. Detailed classification is left until
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afe lemcail MGM& se. tu speft icponetic; hypothses cia be ........... ........... ....................
fInned0 and evakmlad Thi apprac can alo be viewe as a I=M

bbfiappoach. in wich binding a segmnent to a label (or sat of
loals) is delayed as Ion s possible. A blockc diagramn of fth I

grocong Performed by the ownet clae recogizer Is

* Figure 2: Energy Contours and Their Stepwrise
Approximations for the Word "length"

* WAVEFORM

PARAMETERIZATION
I Iither LOW. MEDIUM or HIGH, and the relative magnitude is either

CHARACTERIZATION PEAK VALLEY, ONSET, or OFFSET. These magnitude and
relatve magnitude characterizations are formed by taxing
advantage of the natural ordering and distribution of the segments.

ACOUSTIC SEGMENTATION rath'er than using arbitrary threshoils. For example, a step is said
L to be a PEAK if its magnitude is greater than that of both its

PI4ONE1CCLASS SEGMENTATION neigiora. Figure 3 presenits a steawis apparoximation and its

LEXICAL ACCESS

* Figure 1: Black Diagraml at Broad Phonetic Classlicalim

3.2 Signail Poo-aremebrlaatest Figure 3: Categorization of theman Energy
Contour forse Word tengtho

* The ponsilelstiorka stW consists of extracting a so t o
IN--e -r from the aconadso weveform The wspech signal in
a-,pled at 16k~a aidplamed througi afliterbuul. The energyin
sh band is the calculated every 5 meec using a 25ma

winedow. In general, the short-Itme voriatlions in theergy" 3.4 Aceustie Segmtentation
Contolurs wre overly detled. sin' In-MM of the smell changee in
energy are irrelevawt to tio broed ohonetic identification baL. Gie di hrctrai of thi energy in vuanu frequency

* Ideally, we would Ie to preeve onl that acoustic information buae we neeid some way of conibining this infoirmation in order to
which is relevaent to brood III a dc evns 1 owm ON silow~ produce an wAustic segmentation at the speech signal. We have
smnoothing die contou ove a long tim window is not sopropriate chosen to combine information using Predicates on the bandgaM
becauie some ~.han verm n we i''rtrr ThrlrM energy characterizations. For example (LOCAL-PEAK TOTAL-
eane izton sap of proceesing a dusigned to renved ENERGY) indicate where the TOTAL-ENERGY is a PEAK with

irrelevn iNfORMOat ia nei 0-paaet while pi w respect to the neiorng stepl. Similarly (HIGH- AMPLITUDE
Sum inkirmetiu needed for IIneIc iden lato. Tis is don by TOTAL-ENERGY) speciflee where the TOTAL-ENERGY is HIGH in

*producin a mte a-me ~opil " tloi e onsil, contum. where mnagnitude. Acoustic doae are then define in torm of $imple
Mesowcrraiodto lWWe tem acoustic evenits. Th comnetions of theme predIcatesl. For exafmle. let us consider a

norimli rsae h er1so the1 or in contoumr by potenitial rule for strongly voiced segmnt (such as strong
imoung each step te silearesa te rioN oftile curve withinivwl)
thet steL Recent work on scalespee ~rNg" is als concerned VWW
with oduhcing oualilavdescWptons of signals. Iop OWa (OEFIFE-ACOUSTIC-CLASS STRONGLY-VOICED
work is cncerned with fanining such a o tcior independent of (DURATION-BETWEEN 30. NIL
Maep r ceunderlyingtMe signal. Figure 2containsasome energy (AND (HIGH-AMPLITUDE LOW-fREQUENCY-ENERGY)

* ~Contours togesher withi stpwe approximations.L (LOCAL-PEAK TOTAL-ENERGY)
LOCAL-PEAK LOW-FREQUENCY-ENERGY))))

3.3 CharacterisIng the Parameters

The extstag oforocalang i cocernd wth poduingThis rule states mhat a strongly voiced segment Must have a lot of
Theoip ne stage o po en ismoncene wiloimt pocng helofteency energy, and that both total.energy and low-
enyoi cnatrs. tn ofThe s t e ooies prseimtountoh frequency energy must a@e local petas. The rule also specifies that

enrg onto urs.t Tagi tdie and r~ llati l prgntue srve two e the acoustic segment be at least 30 milliseconds long (with no limit

symbolic; Ccteraution of eecf step is in tem of both on the maximum duration).
mnuihude ea relative magnitude. The magnitude of each step is

* 3



AThe orot USo f Ifut e acoustc classifier Isbeslcsithat ofa
simple -production systm. whm ets torC more fliesmayfireetsiy
point in bern. That i& each rule ms tiggere when Oninu Acoustic Clssilfication:

* ~ ~p ma it s tecondlion This kind of "Ir'e reaponse* contra!
MUCUie iS he advaU ge of not forcing a sagment labe qu eV 91T3NGaVOMC VOCOM OL04KZ WmLAK nff19W4Cff

match iuacfty AS we nedabove thisis. ateM binding strategy Phonetic Classification
which puts off lUbelln a Segment until thee is good ' evdec for (optional segments in parft.):
thatlab@. Thu&. the output atthisW is a a*of austic labels

* whican be overlapping or haow gae betwee them. It may ~ CC i (YM 3TR~O.VOWEL NASAL WAK4C~tl
*seem that salowin overlap and unaco unted for gaps will cause Lexical Entries from 20.000-Word Lexicon:

problem in rcognition However lexical accam is performed
uiun squencee of phonetic camaee. In the end what we Care 8@tls
about is hIng a phonebc-ci ss squence hc cuatl "S

p see, as the ideniy end order of the ph nee pren in the enm~h
acouatic signal, We do not, in gemeal care am*l where in time I uwgn~ hj
the classes sart end aOp. In addtin forcing leafal at each point Iini

*in thm aon ernoneously introduce faoo segments on the bais of1o1i
poor phonetic infonmation. These "llee egmen" errore wil mne Wh
produce a phenellc-class sequence wh~ in incorrectt a"e

* wrnh Armo

* ." 3.5 PhonetOc Cteificatlon and Lexica Aacess

*The final g" of thes broad phone-tic ciaffcalion urns Iocal
acousic context to produce a Sequence of of111 a l-daWf Ffgure 4: Accu8iC and Phoneti Cmicaione
This is done using a rewnte gramimar. which mas acoustic at th od In
segments and contxt onto corresponding phonetic segmto
For example the rule for asprated stop consOWnan mps silence
folowed by weoo turece to en espwated stop. The ouo tpf
thnM e ~ a sequence (or lOWtice Mte Case of multipl po80110le

*clssaificabajls of bradI phonetic chasm The broad Phonetic one of the word condildates. We we continuaily refining the rue
Casequeance a then used to index wato the 20AO r lexicon, for aoustic sgetton amd Phonet classfai. Our g"d
The lexicon is stored in invere forme. wie ach entr -aeshed for the initial lexical accese is to reduce ft number ot word
according to its bread p&one clasifcation. Therefore, a single cniae ole hnlo h vrgwt nerrrt fie
haIwlostiup Produces the1se of d s Imtcin a given sequence thalm~I
of brad phonetic doomes In the cam of a segnt lattice a emaiN
numbe of ha.sh lookups must be performed. mHowever, the in summary, this per presens a now approach to the problem at
occurrence of latices is Im ited to the cms where two broed rescognion isoated word fom large vocaie and multiple
phonetc clsase canno be reliabl differentiated, for instanc speaksers. The sstm initially clessifles thes acouseic sal into
Sorong friatve versus aifricaes in utterance initial position, sevoa broad manner categormes Once the set af potential word
Figur 4 contsM the broad acoustic end phonetic UgtS clfalisandidatee lies been signufcaiity reduced through the utilizaton
lot the word lesngth* utre 'by a male spease. together with thes of the dlrucbtal constnts. the acoustic diffecs betwee the
ismcal enre whic -Mc the phtonet class squenice reutIfdn word an be examined in dat"d. Such a procedure will

enable us to deal with the large vocabulary rognto pr oblem in
4. RISULTS AND SUMMARY an eMsonS maimer. What is even more imiortant is fth IMc that

* such en taproach bypase the highly ernrtpoe process of
A vesio of the wssm proposed in Oti per has been deivin a onplete phnetic Irncrpon fro fte acoustic
impleMntedan a Lisp Machinie based worksetation in our signal In 9ti appoec~h, detaied acoussic phonetic knowledge

'I laboratory. Prel imV resul based on tOO word i erm spoken an be appled un a toIdw verification mode. where the exact
by twe nm Where. ame encouragin. Over 116% of fth tim. the phonetic cotetan be speCONfle.
correct word was in the set of word candidates. For eame.f the
word 'cenr" spoken by a male speeker resutend in 4 word

*candidafte a folowe:
[11 Makiloul, J.1. (ISM5 Unset Predction: A Tutrial

Review, Proc IEEE, 63:561-SM

centrel son"a [2) Ukbura, F. (10175) Mnimumn Prediction Residual
century goidwi Pincpl Applied to Speec Recognition, OME Trans
20" $WN Acout. Speech. Signal Process. ASSP.23.-V-2.

0 ~(3lSako. H.and Chiba. &(197M) A Dynamic

wherei the sam word spoken by another wspeker resulted in I I Recog1nIif pition. Ifan.Aor Spech Signa
word cnI'es In both at these examples, M~e correct word Is reoess. ,IM Tran6:3-s. csLSpehSi

*mea 4SP2:4
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* WilpVm. JA0 (1961) Spealmi Trined WMoI~d Word
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* ~(1960 Speech as Patlms an Poe., I Pmorplon
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HilediL New Jereel Lawroncs Erbam Amc.

(61 Shlpmui. O.W. and Zue. V.W. (1960 PRoomfh of
Lag. Laticons brecatons for Advanced isleid
Word stecopinon SLan.- Confeaic Record IME
I99 Iunasionsi Conlwrece on AcWAW&ce SPeech
and SnOW Poce PPA*444

* (~71 Hudenloche O.P. and ZuS. V.W (1963 PhootM l
aid Loatii Cordwel in Speech Recogition.
Pr- Ocedip of fte 1963 Aerican AsOCildon for

* ~Aitificia Intellgene Conference. Wuhln, D.C.
Wp172-17L.

(81 WiiN, A.P. (1IS3 Scdie-Spee Filerig Proceeding
* ofa die IM6 Iter&anal Joint Conlaence an Artiia

Intllgence. Kawle.e Geminyr. Mp1019102L
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